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01.The Original Intention of ChainQA

The global Internet industry has been developing for more than20 years. Even though there are numerous fluctuations

with the impact of hot concepts’ wave, none of them flooding the feeling stronger than the blockchain nowadays. On

the one hand, all kinds of new ideas have given the blockchain an unlimited prospect, which at certain point, it even

subvert everything that we were farmiliar with. On the other hand, there are many doubts about current blockchain

industry. Not only ordinary consumers are questioning with these obscure concepts, but many of the practitioners

who are involved in the blockchain industry are also confronted with various questions.

It is not fear about the problems, and investors shall not be fooled. Proposing questions and looking for solutions

would be the best way to establish consensus.

02.Idea of 100 Voices of Talents

In simple words, what is the block for "blockchain"? What is a chain? The literal understanding is that the block is

decentralized, and it believes that the single center is unreliable; the chain is to build consensus that everyone trust,

and the consensus was firm and irrevocable recorded.

We hope to use the mechanism and ideas of the blockchain to make an online decentralized Q & A platform for

blockchain projects. It is expect this work is easier to understand than the traditional venture capital and due

diligence, but more professional than the media coverage and have a higher consensus degree. This is because the

participant blockchain project will experience test of professionals, the formed answers can greatly help to reduce the

difficulty of understanding the project information and increase the transparency of the project. Thereby, it can

promote the confidence of good projects, while the so-called blockchain concept projects (or even cheating) will be

eliminated by nature. It is the result Chain QA hopes to achieve.

Internet has established a connection, but failed to establish a complete trust. It just simply put everyone together

with a low cost.  Blockchain erected a "link" to promote the effective formation of trust. Therefore, the link under the

blockchain is to establish more than just a connection, but a consensus.

How to establish consensus? The basis is trust. On the blockchain, the foundation of trust is that all the data must be

on the chain, and it is non-manually interoperable. Therefore, AI is the production data of the blockchain. Its
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principle is to realize the trust through the immutability of machine's data record. Although we have not implemented

every questioner can ask a machine-based programmatic question today, we can learn from the consensus concept to

build this Chain QA's “100 Voices of Talents” community.

In the ChianQA group, questioners are professionals include professional investors, practitioners, technologists,

media representatives in the blockchain area. Everyone here wants to see the long-term, sustainable and healthy

development of the industry and is willing to gain better industry awareness through careful questioning and

exchange.

03.The Process of ChainQA

The board members are formed by blockchain practitioners from all over the world. They are awaiting to evaluate

these new blockchain projects with the sharpest questions that will ever be asked. Project Evaluation will be held

through apps like Telegram, WeChat, etc.

Every week, there will be 1-2 projects evaluated by the “Voices of 100 Talents” board members, the developing

team of such project will be answering questions like technical issues, business logic, and a series of applications

related concerns. Then, each board member will be given a score based on the evaluated project’s answers and

performance. Dialog during evaluation time period will be disclosed and published with the final report to both

English and Chinese Medias.

Over here at ChainQA, we talk no doctrines, no trends, no feelings, only the truths and facts will remain. We will

only ask things like, “What exactly has been solved by this project or chain?”, “Are these developing team prepare

well on technical and business logic aspects?

Warning: In order to avoid accidental injury to those “Air Cryptos”, we highly recommend those non-serious

blockchain entrepreneurs with no self-disciplines to stay off our radar.

In general, the period of ChainQA is 48-72 hours. The first day is the introduction day of the project. The project

party will simply introduce its project through the community and release whitepaper and related achievements. The

questioners will have 24 hours to digest the published information. In principle, the project party will not answer

questions within the first 24 hours, but questions from questioners may be accepted. The project party can fully



prepare the answers based on these questions. The second 24 hours IS the project's reply day. All questioners should

ask professional and sharp questions. The project founder or person in charge will answer all questions on the same

day. Finally, all questioners will have the right to score based on all project participants’ responses. The third day is

the propaganda day, we will disseminate information based on all the questions and answers, which allows the

project to be more transparent to the public. The reports will be published in both Chinese and English globally to

better realize the consensus record. The reports are easier for the blockchain enthusiasts and followers have a

comprehensive understanding of the project.



The CryptoWorld project consists of two parts: the encrypted world chain and the encrypted world game

development platform.

The CryptoWorld chain CWV is a block alliance fusion main chain based on hierarchical consensus of Raft and

DPoS. The core members of the alliance will provide several high-performance, high-availability servers to form the

core billing node and game service node, which will ensure the security and stability while improving efficiency.

CWV is a basic chain that focuses on game development and can host blockchain games that require more

computing. The smart contract will chain virtual assets such as game points and equipment to ensure fairness and

transparency of the game. A multi-chain mechanism is constructed on the basis of the double-level consensus

mechanism of Raft+DPoS, and the formation of hierarchical node management makes the main chain transaction

faster. At the same time, the transaction process does not need to consume Gas. The transaction cost is low. It

reduces development thresholds for blockchain games, supports third-party developers in developing more

blockchain contract games, and provides cross-chain trading APIs, smart contracts, container running sdk and shared

ledger systems, which is an open platform for supporting development of blockchain applications.

CryptoWorld.Vip is the first entry-level application platform developed based on the CWV, and it is a scene-based

virtual world that links various blockchain technologies. Through the multi-chain mechanism to integrate the main

chain of hundreds of thousands of TPS, CWV will become a Web3D usage scenario for accessing various links in

the present and future, and assembling and creating various blockchain applications.

CryptoWorld is a Blockchain world established mapping to the real world. Buildings are reproduced in the

CryptoWorld and connected to different chains and Blockchain services according to their  usage  functions. The

building space in CryptoWorld.vip offers coherent scenes  to different Blockchain  services making thousands of

Blockchain services as infrastructure to display their own roles. There is a virtual world completely based on

Blockchain for the users in CryptoWorld. Scenarized CryptoWorld will  become  the  entrance of Blockchain world.

Users can visually experience the technological transformation brought by Blockchain in CWV.

Problem solved by CryptoWorld:

Providing a complete solution for the current blockchain delays, poor carrying capacity limitations, and lack of

visualized scenarios and brought users access issues that can be used to connect all kinds of blockchain applications.

CryptoWorld Project Introduction



The project was rated as reliable and the most optimal solution in industry.

Core concepts of CryptoWorld:

1. The CWV public chain is a groundbreaking multi-chain mechanism integrating base main chain and combining Raft

and DPoS consensus mechanisms. It adopts a more complete technical framework;

Multi-chain fusion main chain concepts:

a. The alliance  node + the basic main chain of multiple individual public convergence can carry more applications

that require higher interaction requirements. The newly added node adopts a review mechanism to ensure that the

single-machine performance of the resource provider equipment meets the business requirements.

b. Stratify the traditional bookkeeping and review functions: random access, nearest access, alliance accounting,

personal node review. It owns decentralized and super-efficient operation. In addition, the core members of the

alliance are selected based on performance to ensure stability.

c. It  self-contains  a  “SpeedForce”high-speed  network supporting a strong bearing capacity of transactions.

Raft+DPoS double-layer consensus mechanism: When the blockchain is entered into the chain, each core member of

the alliance first selects a candidate billing node server from its own billing node server through the Raft algorithm,

and then all the candidate billing node servers determine the final bookkeeping rights through the DPoS consensus

algorithm election. The combination of the two methods not only improves efficiency but also ensures security, and

is a local optimal solution under current technology.

Technical framework advantages:

a, Low-level framework: High-performance, high-stability enterprise-class micro services architecture that uses OSGi

modeling specifications to implement container-level SOA architectures to achieve hot deployment of services and

multi-version operations; at the same time, it can upgrade or repair the system corresponding components under the

premise of not influencing system services. 

b, Layered framework: The core account layer is responsible for accounting. It also participates in transaction fee

mining, and ensures security; transaction execution layer is responsible for contract execution and transaction

confirmation, which can provide higher efficiency.

c, Multi-chain mechanism: The core layer adopts the alliance mechanism and is more reliable. The offline

verification mechanism, which is similar to Iota's DAG model, will reach hundreds of thousands of TPS.

d. Smart contracts: Based on the Docker container level, it is the best practice and landing solution for enterprise-

level applications. It supports most of the current cloud host deployments and the deployment of personal high-

performance hosts.



e, Contract virtual machine: Supports mainstream deployment of DockerVM. For later development, it is more

suitable for the alliance chain model. It can provide higher performance guarantees, and has technical protection for

the upper DApps application.

2. CryptoWorld.Vip is a blockchain-based simulation assets management game platform with the characteristics of

visualization and scenes.

Vision: Unlike the full virtualization of games, the CryptoWorld offers virtual and real-world products and services

based on blockchain technology (not limited to goods, education, offline services, etc.) to settle with CWV Token,

which is a blockchain world shuttle from the digital world to real-world. 

3. The CryptoWorld is an open platform that supports blockchain application development and provides scenario-

based interlinkage transactions. It provides developers with a rich and complete development framework for

interconnect bridging, including decentralized cross-chain transaction protocols. Scenario platform SDK, smart game

contract API, game rules, Token system, virtual house building rules, etc.

Progress of CWV game development platform:

The front end of the game has been developed by 50%. It is testing the front-end process, while docking the back-end

interface.

Game application:

In addition to the CryptoWorld team's own developed football quiz games, which will listed with the beta

CryptoWorld game on June 15th around the 2018 World Cup. There are eight third-party game applications have

been negotiated, including racing games and leisure elimination games, etc.. After the beta version of the game is

officially released, the CryptoWorld team will target at least 1-2 new games a month to enrich the entire gaming

platform.

Team:

CryptoWorld team members are senior blockchain technologists from all over the world and experts in the Internet

technology and game industry. They mainly include technical backbones like postdoctoral fellows from Ttsinghua

and staff from Microsoft with many years of work experience, as well as a number of Internet technologies and game

practitioner from the United States and Taiwan. Team members are total more than 50 people.

Whitepaper：https://cwv.io/whitepaper/CryptoWorld-EN.pdf



Neo Wang

Neo Wang has more than 14 years of experience in the Internet. He is a

well-known serial entrepreneur and angel investor. He studied at the

University of Muenster in Muenster, Germany.

He participates in the creation and service of domestic famous smart

wearable hardware, consumer upgrade equipment, electronic music

vertical website, social network, group purchase website and other

venture projects. He has deep contacts in the fields of mobile internet,

big data, artificial intelligence and internet of things in China, and has

obtained multimedia and industry recognition globally. He has been

named as a 2013 youth contributor and a smart wear expert in the U.S.

GLG Group. 

Brew Tan

In 2017, Tan is the Chinese advanced individual in the high-tech

blockchain industry alliance. He has nearly 10 blockchain invention

patents;

Tan has worked for overseas well-known game and entertainment

companies and served as a platform architect for online businesses

such as Ripple/BTC/ETH and other digital currencies.

In 2016, he led the team to complete the blockchain baas platform

with its own intellectual property rights. This product won the China

High-Tech Blockchain Industry Alliance Excellent Product Award in

2017.
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1.1 Questioner

1.2 Question

100 Voices of Talents

Zheng Ying
LAX 100VC Digital Investment Banking.
Rating ：4

1.How does CWV use the side chain to achieve "access to all chains" and

implement cross-chain smart contracts?

2. At present, how many chains have reached consensus on access with

CWV? how is the progress?

1. How does CWV use the side chain to achieve "access to all chains" and

implement cross-chain smart contracts?

Answer: We do not currently try to use the sidechain to achieve "access to all

chains". We mainly hope that users will use our main chain to develop game-

related Dapps. We can use our Token to access games directly or through

smart contracts to issue our own tokens. We can also issue circulation tokens

that are anchored with CWV, and exchange tokens with legal currency to

convert CWV, which means that the public chain supports multiple forms of

developers. But in the future, it will certainly use side-chain technology.

Side chains are not very difficult, and there will definitely have solutions. The

main question is whether there has needs. And we currently plan to access all

the chains, hoping to go through the Token exchange center under the chain

to match the exchange of tokens and tokens between users of the two

applications. This is somewhat similar to the exchange, and the exchange

pricing scheme is similar to the futures exchanges. We can refer to the

average price of two virtual currencies in each exchange, so this access must
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be relatively centralized.

2. We have already done a lot of things here, because the main platform has

not been proved to be on the chain, so there are no products online yet, but

we have a lot of businesses on processing. At present, there are already 4

teams with a total of 10 products based on the CWV basic chain. In addition,

we have an ecological construction support plan based on the CWV main

chain. At present, CWV and Theific Partner Zhan Chuan, initiator of 3

o’clock wechat group Yao Yu of, Zhou Zhifeng, CEO of Mokylin Games,

etc. are initiating a CWV blockchain game incubator. The goal is to invest

and incubate 50 blockchain game projects in the next three months.

1.How many virtual properties are there in CWV? Is the project party really

capable of making each set of virtual real estate correspond to 1:1 in the real

world?

2. How to solve the security problem of multi-link and cross-chain? In the

case of unforeseen technology, is there any institutional guarantee? 

3. How does CWV intend to attract the first batch of users and merchants?

1. How many virtual properties are there in the CWV? Is the project party

really capable of making each set of virtual real estate correspond to 1:1 in

the real world?

Answer: there are a total of 1 million houses produced in the CWV, which are

divided into 3 different categories. The first type is ordinary real estate, the

second one is iconic architecture, and the third is functional architecture. The

proportion of these three types of real estate is 985,000 sets of ordinary real

estate, 10,000 sets of landmark buildings and 5000 sets of functional

buildings respectively. CWV will use the location of the GPS on the map to

identify the 10,000 landmark buildings, and then use the surrounding areas of

each landmark to identify relatively ordinary real estate with a recognition



rate, and then find suitable functional properties around the landmark

buildings. This creates a world map of the CWV. Then when the map was

built, each iconic building was re-modeled and it was not exactly the same.

This also answered the question of infringement mentioned by another group

friend, as well as all the names will all add Crypto before, such as:

"CryptoEmpire state Building" corresponds to the encrypted US Empire State

Building.

2. How to solve the security problems in multi-link and cross-chain

situations? In the case of unforeseen technology, is there any institutional

guarantee?

Answer: Whether it is multi-chain or cross-chain, the stability and anti-attack

of the chain are finally considered. This answer is really very technical. This

is the core technology of the project.

3. How does CWV intend to attract the first batch of users and merchants?

This question is very interesting. It is related to our products. Everyone

knows that we have built a virtual world similar to Second Life. Mentioned

by question 3, there are 1 million buildings in three different types. The

quantity and value are different. How do we make these properties reflect

different values? Firstly, about the functional architecture. We let functional

buildings have the authority to load applications, while the other two

buildings do not have this capability, so functional architecture is scarce, and

the number of each type of functional architecture is constant. For example,

there are 10 casinos, 5 exchanges, 10 games halls, 10 football fields, and

more. Moreover, the first of each functional building is auctioned, and we will

set a basic price for each functional building in advance. If it is not be sold,

we will buy it and start to operate (this involves the means of operation). 

There will be billboards on the top of the iconic building, and the billboard

will be synchronized with the advertising of the banner. The advertising

revenue of all platforms will be shared with the owner of the landmark

building. Ordinary real estate does not have special features. Three different

types of virtual property can be traded through the real estate trading center,

and the transaction will generate transaction fees. Applications within
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functional buildings will also be distributed to the platform for payment

operations, so the platform will receive corresponding benefits every day.

Then the platform will divide all the total revenue into 4 parts per day. 25%

will be returned to the owners of 985,000 ordinary houses, 25% will be

allocated to the owners of 10,000 landmarks, 25% will be allocated to owners

of 5,000 functional buildings, and the last 25% is left to the Foundation for

future ecological construction. This process is similar to “virtual mining”,

which means that as long as you own a virtual property, you earn a

corresponding CWV every day.

Back to the question, how did the first batch of users come about? We have

designed a "small game" bonus draw session, as long as users have CWV,

every 10,000 CWVs will be able to be drawn once for the win rate is 100%.

Therefore, as long as the users of early-stage private equity participation and

early purchase of CWV at the exchange, when CWV is charged to the

platform, it is possible to obtain the opportunity to acquire real estate. At this

time, it depends on the luck. This process is a good opportunity to attract

users. There will also be some other means of operation, and I will mention

them when answering other questions. In addition, we have connected and

ecologically supported many third-party game applications to attract more

users. What we do is infrastructure construction. We will be responsible for

some users, but more users and communities are rely on developers in the

ecosystem to operate together. Regarding the arrival of merchants, I

mentioned when I answered the question just now that the previous period

was an incubation of ecological construction. In addition, our

CryptoWorld game development platform provides developers with a very

friendly development environment. It provides developers with a variety of

smart contract APIs that can generate tokens with one-button. Also, because

our platform has enough token-holding users. It can attract more developers.

1.How to prohibit gray or even black trading?
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Hui Shen

2.1 Questioner

2.2 Question

2. With only 10 billion Tokens and no additional issuance, how can we avoid

the emergence of "Ponzi schemes" on the premise of guaranteeing circulation

and increasing real estate? 

3. Why is the original picture not good looking?

1.As a platform, we will monitor different transactions according to different

national laws. Our platform will set up various rules for corresponding laws at

the beginning. For example, for users in China we will technically shield

pomographic and gambling platforms.

2. The total amount of real estate is limited, and the rules are also public. We

still hope to let the market decide the price of the real estate and the token. 

3. That is really not the original picture. It's just a sketch.

Hui Shen
Rating ：3.6

1.After reading the Whitepaper, CWV is both operating  public chain and an

application?

2. The public chain is TO B while the application is TO C?

3. If so, how to ensure the success of the operation?

1. CWV is a public chain similar to EOS. We have focused on the game's
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development platform for the game. We packaged the application with the

underlying chain of API SKD and the game-related underlying engine in the

development platform. The CWV application is actually a sample on this

game development platform.

2. The application of the CWV itself is more toB. It is a visual property of the

portal platform. Our goal is to achieve toB then realize toC. Of course, it has

an application game attribute that attracted toC users in early stage. 

3. This is an issue of operational capability. The real blockchain project still

has to solve why it is our problem in the future. The team's operational

capabilities need to be the same as previous Internet entrepreneurship.

TO B and TO C operate completely differently, and the channels for

acquiring new users are different. In the end, the team culture is different.

We are mainly To B, and we hope to support more developers in the future.

The c-end users behind the game in the CWV are users of the entire platform,

so third-party game developers can also access these user resources. 

In fact, many platform-level applications are both tob and toc, such as

WeChat and Weibo, they need to consider the c-side user experience to solve

the c-side functional requirements, while considering the platform developer

friendly, ecological construction, and the interests balance of b-side and

developers. 

We hope to create an entry-level platform for future blockchains. ToB and

ToC will all be tested in the early stages. For the current state, B-side

development is developing ecologically construction, and introducing user

traffic for developers. But the blockchain world and the traditional Internet

will be different. What's more important is to build a community based on

value flow. This community will become a DAO organization, and it will

eventually be able to operate and expand.
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3.1 Questioner

3.2 Question

4.1 Questioner

Jackie Zheng
Former Reporter of CCTV 2, DJ of ChainVoice of North America
Rating ：3.5

1.The prices of various "blockchain virtual pets" are astonishingly high! For

example, "Ether Kitties". Some players are aiming to arbitrage. The premium

they receive must be the money of other players in the field, and the last

"catcher" is likely to be high-end quilt. . If CWV players also have concerns,

how would you convince them?

2. Many project parties claim that the project has now entered the 3.0 era and

shouted "The scene is wealth." However, many projects based on Ethereum

now have problems such as lack of computing power, network congestion,

and transaction delays. How does CWV avoid similar problems? And which

era are we now in?

1, The real estate of the CWV itself has the function of virtual mining and

functional application loading, so it is very different from the Ether Kitties. In

addition, market matters will be handled by the market. 

2. The CWV adopts the DPoS consensus algorithm solution, which is the so-

called blockchain 3.0 technology. We will have a coalition of server clusters

to support the application's computing power and bandwidth, so there is no

shortage of computing power and network congestion. In addition, we use

multi-chain technology, which is a multi-layer network, to solve the problem

of concurrent transactions. In theory, it is possible to carry 100,000 or more

transactions per second. And do not need to consume such a high Gas fee.

We firmly believe that we are about to usher in the real blockchain 3.0 era.
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4.2 Question

Jia Chen
Blockchain Entrepreneur
Rating ：3.7

1.Doing both a 2C game and a 2B game developer platform is like to be a

sportsman and referee at the same time. What do other game developers

think? When the platform is not as powerful as Tencent, it may worry that it

is not allocated equally to CWV's self-developed game resources.

2.About 2B, what is the power of other game development access? 

3.About 2C, if the virtual world starts from the United States, American law

allows the user to directly cash out from gaming revenue. The power of the

user to simulate cashing through the token may be much smaller. How to

encourage users to participate in the virtual world?

1,  In addition to the aforementioned "mini-games" and real estate trading

centers, CryptoWorld is just building an infrastructure for a visual portal. We

are not involved in the development of the game itself. All games that are

loaded into functional buildings are third-party. Therefore, we did not

develop games nor did we have the problem of unequal distribution of

resources.

2, We have enough token holders. And we will do more community operation

to attract more users. 

3, The CWV is an inherently global project. Only the first phase of the map of

the virtual world begins in the United States, but it will be operated globally.

For the third question, there were also users who mentioned the issue of grey

trading. This should be considered. For example, Chinese users want to

participate, and he also has the ability to access the Internet scientifically.

Then we can't stop it.
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5.1 Questioner

5.2 Question

Hanwen Zhu
Blockchain Investment Banking practitioner
Rating ：3.4

1.How does the CWV alliance core node generate?

2. What are the conditions for becoming a CWV alliance core node? 

3. How will CWV's future benefits be distributed? 

4. Can CWV optimal server screening algorithm standards be published?

1.The core node of the alliance was constructed by the foundation and the

partners in the ecosystem  with 100 node clustersin the early stage. These

nodes are distributed in at least 20 different regions. There is a 1:1

correspondence relationship between the token CWS and CWV. It takes 3%

of the CWV's total to carry out accounting and equity treatment, of which 1%

is initial pre-allocation, and 2% was mined by these nodes (miners) in 2 years.

These billing nodes will allocate the corresponding CWS. The node's address,

the number of CWSs and other related information will be written into the

Genesis block. After running, it can only be managed through the node's

foundation management mode, or the corresponding CWS will be constructed

in the primary market transfer to participate in the election of core nodes.

2. The core node of CWV is to have CWS first. Of course, it is not the more

CWV is, the greater the right to book, because the total amount of CWS

issued is controlled. Secondly, CWS is a deposit as a billing node. If there is

a Byzantine Generals Problem, once it is considered by other nodes that it has

not kept up with the latest height within a certain period of time, 10% of it

will be confiscated. Therefore, the performance of the core node must keep

up with the speed of other nodes of the main network, otherwise the CWS
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6.1 Questioner

6.2 Question

will be confiscated by other nodes.

3. CWS is 3% of the total CWV. The early-stage 1% is the node to pre-

issue.The remaining 2% from the node is divided into 2 years for mining.

Second, in the CryptoWorld, rewards such as fees, games, and ecology

generated through transactions are all assigned to the core nodes, and more

CWVs are collected through bookkeeping efficiency. 

4, At present, the node configuration of our test network is at least 8 core

CPUs, 16G memory, 512G solid state disks, and 20M network bandwidth.

Nodes can use Raft consensus to build a cluster node and implement so-

called super nodes. The production of network will be after our stress test and

stability test.

Ming Wang
Founder and Partner of Leiming Capital, Founder of Foglink
Rating ：3.3

1. Ordinary game users pay attention to the playability and entertainment of 

the game. The blockchain has more advantages in solving fair and credible. 

Playability and fairness are always the places where the existing game cp is 

weighed and tangled. Blockchain cannot effectively resolve this problem 

either. High fair profits will be reduced, and high profit rates will reduce 

fairness. How do you think about this issue?

2. Good games have a lot of interactive synchronization problems. If you do 

not solve the high concurrency problem of real-time interaction, it only 

improves the efficiency of erc721. The game theme carried is limited, and it 

can only carry asynchronous interactive games or gambling games. Where is 

the future of CWV?

3. I think now promise more than 100,000 tps is not a particularly good time, 
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7.1 Questioner

Alipay's peak is only 260,000 tps. I feel that the technology of the chain itself 

requires a long time.CP will understand as well. There is doubt about the 

commitment and the redemption.

1.The blockchain game will completely change the entire industry's

perception of the original game. The playability and fairness may complement

each other, because the assets in the blockchain game are constant and the

rules are chained, resulting in enhanced playability of the game. Assets will

also have real value, so that the vitality of the game will be extended, so that

CP will redesign the game economic model and numerical planning. Of

course, this part is also more difficult. The economic model will be different

from the original cognitive understanding. The "Ready One Player" movie

that is currently being released is a microcosm of blockchain games. The

assets in all games are closely related to the values in real life.

2. This problem is related to the consensus algorithm of CWV. The consensus

algorithm of DPoS is actually a relatively multi-centered CDN server cluster

alliance to support the high concurrency of the entire game, but also saves the

high transaction confirmation gas costs. Our BazaS (blockchain as a Service)

platform will develop different smart contract APIs to deal with various game

attributes, so that more developers can easily develop games. The similar 

Erc721 contract is only one of them.

3, Alipay's peak value of 260,000 tps is realized in single-chain, so the theory

of multi-chain technology can reach millions or even ten million levels. But

we are now testing single-chains that can reach nearly 10,000 tps, so we say

that the 100,000 level is already a very conservative estimate.

BELLA Wang
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7.2 Question

8.1 Questioner

Project Manager of Google, U.S., Blockchain Investor
Rating ：3

1.The CWV solution sounds tailored for heavy asset management games

(such as casino games). For some fast-paced online games that require high-

frequency trading and logging, or strategy games, like MMOs, and RPGs,

how will dpos's bandwidth and throughput limitations meet its needs?

2. In the future, if the traditional online game industry has entered the VR,

AR field, how does the CWV plan support such games and devices?

1.First of all, I have already answered that Dpos itself is a league made up of

CDNs. Bandwidth and transaction volume are no longer a problem. Of

course, this will involve the issue of which parts of the game types you

mentioned are chained. At present, the program of a large-scale game is still

hosted by a centralized server. Only the game results and asset transactions

need to be chained. In the future, technological development will surely bring

a completely decentralized game, which should be technically resolved.

2. AR and VR will be a better presentation of blockchain games in the future,

but the real blockchain still carries asset rule transactions, and the game

server works with ARVR is off chain. In the future, the CryptoWorld will be

possible to upgrade to the VR interface according to the release of the new

map.

Bin Yan
Partner of Northern Light Venture Capital
Rating ：4
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8.2 Question

9.1 Questioner

1. Has CWV tried to anchor some off-line real estate business?

2. What are the characteristics of CWV compared to Second Life?

3. Is the value of CWV being a game even greater, not necessarily being a

public chain?

1, This is a problem with the means of operation. We used to pass with the

people of the Aoshin Group, which specializes in operating overseas real

estate. We planned to buy 10 villas near Las Vegas in the United States. The

villas are anchored to the real estate corresponding to the virtual world, and

the users who are drew with these 10 real estates will get the ownership in the

real world. This is a bit similar to the TRX's activity of trading token to win

the luxury cars. However, our scene is more appropriate and more game-like.

2. We use the same concept of maps in Second Life as we did in the

CryptoWorld. There are no previous game links in Second Life. We will use

the buildings on the map as entrances to other games and applications to

allow users to experience various blockchain applications and a second life in

a virtual world built with cryptocurrency.

3, We create a world based on the public chain. It is a global government of

the virtual world. The future can be extended from the game to all

applications, like the world's creators from the perspective of God, the value

is completely different what.

Tao Jiang
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9.2 Question

10.1 Questioner

10.2 Question

Former CTO of Hexun, Investor of Blockchain
Rating ：3.5

Compared with traditional games, despite to the decentralized nature,what

are other obvious advantages and attractiveness for users and game

developers of blockchain-based games?

Blockchain games will reconstruct the economic model of the game. Through

relative decentralization, game developers need to transparently disclose and

chain virtual assets and rules of the game. For example, what is the total

amount of game assets? What kind of rules does it produce? At the same

time, redesigning the corresponding game incentive mechanism can make the

virtual assets of the game really flow like values. And because the game will

produce real value, the attributes of the game may not only be games. For the

user, the virtual assets can flow, the investment in the game may get output,

and the vitality of the game for the CP may be longer than the current game.

Everyone can go and watch the movie "Ready Player One". This movie is a

good interpretation of the future combination of blockchain and games.

Angela Bai
Graduated from School for the Gifted Young ,USTC, Serial Entrepreneur,
Blockchain Entrepreneur
Rating ：3

1.Although dpos solves a certain degree of efficiency, it is suspected of

decentralizing itself, and the improvement of this block is not yet mature. See

btc and eos. There are three related problems:



Neo
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1) How to avoid stability issues like bts in practical applications? 

2) Why did you choose a game to do something similar to the main chain? 

3) The game itself is easy to be oligarch and heavy resources. How about

people do not take you to play? and how about people grow up on your

platform as the bookkeeping node has backhand ability? 

2. The game ecosystem is relatively easy to understand, and the technology is

also relatively clear to see, but I did not see too much operational logic and

how it plans to start.

1.We are not pursuing a complete decentralization of utopian ideas. CWV is

multi-centered.    1) 100 cluster nodes form a DPoS layer, and there are 5 to

10 raft nodes below each cluster, which has strong anti-attack capability. In

addition, we set the threshold for CWS as a billing node, and CWS changes

require joint signature. This part of the equity will not change frequently, and

the stability and reliability of equity can be guaranteed.

2) In the game scene, it is possible to build a contracted world and make it

easier to land. Moreover, the asset transaction value of the game is not as

high as bitcoin, and the decentralization requirement is not so high. We adopt

the DPoS mechanism. The only doubt is that it is not enough to decentralize. 

3) The encrypted world is a platform for game development. It hopes to

provide developers with resources and hopes to grow into a game distribution

platform. However, CWV is also a public chain, and other game distribution

platforms can be grown on the public chain. The platform encourages positive

competition, and the public chain hopes to grow a more excellent distribution

platform than its own development platform, indicating that they have

stronger operational capabilities, so that they will live a stronger community

ecology for the bottom line. This is a good thing.

2. We have another idea of the operation. In the future we will use the

landmark architecture to play with the real world combined strategy. For

example, you have a 10000 cwv lottery, and you are drawn to the Burj Al
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11.1 Questioner

11.2 Question

Arab hotel building. We may book a 7-day hotel tour Itinerary, to take the

user to see the real estate he owns in the virtual world.

Janelle Wu
Group Leader of 3'Oclock Silicon Valley Group, Investor of Blockchain Project
Rating ：2.75

If I regard CryptoWorld as a traditional mobile game, there is a lack of

planning in the white paper, how does it operate? how many users do a server

carry? and how does it expect to open service and what is the revenue

estimation?The game related factors like online duration, conversion rate are

not reflected in the white paper. Can you explain in detail?

The CryptoWorld is a very light game, and the gameplay may be similar to

the "Ether Kittie", but the production method is somewhat similar to

Netease's snatch game. We have mentioned briefly the world in which the

U.S. territory will be opened. I also mentioned some of the operations. With

regard to game opening income estimates, there are really not  have

particularly good expectations. 

The core of our CWV project is the raft+dpos's public chain+BaaS game

development platform. The above CryptoWorld game is the third most

important sample product. We don't want much  CWV game related content

in whitepaper. This game is too interesting to hide the advantage of us being

one of the few technical teams in China.

If a blockchain game is issued in China, it will require an edition number. Will

the blockchain game be available to get this? Is there any case of successful

edition? How to share with operators in game promotion? My second
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12.1 Questioner

12.2 Question

13.1 Questioner

quesiton is more curious than doubt. 

Third-party developers of blockchain games should be able to get the version

number. They just use blockchain technology and accept virtual currency

payments. There should be some, I need to do research. We haven't fully

thought about distributing the operation of the distribution platform. After all,

blockchain games are new things. Platform revenues are finally returned to

users who own properties. Therefore, we need to find a balance between

users and developers. It needs a good design. In addition, the distribution

platform is also operated by a third party.

Maggie Deng
Founder of mdt.co Blockchain Practioner, Former JPM Blockchain Chief Editor
Rating ：3.2

One of the promises in the white paper to guide investment about exchange:

The CWV promises to land on the world-renowned exchanges and open deals

within 2 months after the end of private placement. How does the project

owner handle project risk review and compliance review?

The project is a Singaporean foundation and has hired a Singaporean lawyer

to do the compliance. The current white paper is not a final version, and there

will be slight modifications before the official launch of the exchange.

Zhen
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13.2 Question

14.1 Questioner

14.2 Question

Investor of China Venture, Investor of Blockchain
Rating ：3.5

How to set price for buildings in the CWV? Why is the "real estate assets" in

the CWV valuable? What is the source of value? How are the assets in the

CWV related to the real world?

These questions have been answered in great detail before. The property of

the CryptoWorld is selected based on the map location PY. The value is due

to scarcity and virtual mining. Functionality will initially have a floor price

auction, but basically the final price will be set by the market.

Wenbo Li
Rating ：4

The CWV private placement raises 40000ETH. How long is it expected that

the project will be operationed? How long is it expected to achieve break-

even? What is the calculation based on?

We are raising ETH. ETH prices are relatively volatile and have not been

predicted before, so it is difficult to predict how long it will take to operate.

Previous fluctuations caused a large part of the losses in the early period of

private equity. Some time ago, the investor began to do currency management

suggested by investors. 

The foundation is a foundational nature, and the platform is a DAO

organization. It is not for profit. However, the project foundation itself may
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15.1 Questioner

15.2 Question

16.1 Questioner

16.2 Question

be profitable to take charge of future ecological development. This part has

not yet been measured. The previous period focused more on product design,

R&D and community operations. After listing on the exchange, it will also

focus on the management of the market value of the token. We particularly

concerned about this part recently.

Xue Li
Partner of Denton
Rating ：3.9

1:1 mapping of the real world is the highlight of this game, will it violate the

real world of items such as building design-related intellectual property? Have

you considered the response?

Our architecture itself is remodeled and designed to be slightly different. The

name of the building will use "Cryptoxxxx" to generate new nouns, in order

to avoid intellectual property rights.

Tianyu Cheng
Chief Editor of Liantianxia Network Technology
Rating ：2.8

1.CryptoWorld is focusing on 1:1 mapping real-world real estate resources,

and the mini-games are mainly about gambling. Targeting the 2003 Second

Life game? Is this idea of 1:1 mapping have any  future move? Or it is

just easier for players to get started. The competition goal of the virtual world
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is not to buy a planet and develop a galaxy. At present, the style is a bit

low. It is designed for humanity's greed, gambling, and accidental fortune. Do

you not fear that the regulatory authorities will ban the operation?

2. To develop the public game chain, you need to consider the common

relationship between most games and players. For example, the early games

guild organization provided a large number of players for each game. The

games association will discuss preferential deals with various games and

provide new user gift bag. Is it unfair to develop a public game chain but also

open a casino and sell land on it? (Before there had similar questions, do you

have a new explanation?)

1.The mapping of the CryptWorld design with the real world is to reflect the

scarcity and uniqueness of assets and to better reflect the characteristics of

the blockchain and the value of assets. The functional properties selected in

the encrypted world are all related to the actual games that can be loaded and

other applications in the later period. Gambling, lottery, board games, and so

on are all one of the types of games. These categories best demonstrate the

characteristics of the blockchain. CWV CryptoWorld is a Foundation of

Singapore. It is globally operated, but as explained before, abot the regulatory

issues, various kinds of technical shields will be applied to different national

laws and regulations. Gaming in many countries is legal, and chess and card

games in China are also legal.

2. We believe that the operation of blockchain games will be different from

traditional game platform. Traditional games will first require player traffic,

and then use a large number of users to obtain a portion of the paid users.

Blockchain’s first priority is value investment. The first thing you need is a

token holder. This perception is completely different from before. At present,

this is our point of view. There may be different opinions from others.

Many game developers now have technology thresholds for blockchain

games. The platform we provide makes it easier for them to develop and fill

out forms with one click to generate smart contracts. This is our
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17.1 Questioner

17.2 Question

18.1 Questioner

tactical public chain operation.

As for the encrypted world game itself, it is a sample on the public chain,

allowing more scenes for the CWV utility token. At the same time, we are

also accumulating more currency holders for developers.

Diana SUN
Rating ：4

From a technical perspective, how do you achieve data integration between

extensions and Hybrid? From the application level, how to create bright

spots? how to implement token token participation and incentives?

I didn't fully understand the problem. The technical reality of CWV is similar

to that of EOS, except that we have a somewhat different way of generating

the billing node alliance. We have adopted the raft mechanism. So basically

we are able to support unlimited expansion in all aspects. In order to evade

the current frontal competition with EOS, we take a vertical focus on the

game industry, which is the most suitalbe direction for the relatively

decentralized, or multi-centered dpos mechanism (other directions such as the

financial direction may be questioned). The CryptoWorld we designed was a

sample of the application, which allows the token to be used. Answering so

many questions today, I believe that everyone has been attracted by our

application. The virtual world has designed multiple virtual mining and user

incentive mechanisms. It should have been a bright spot. After the specific

games are listed, everyone will experience it.
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18.2 Question

Jialun Wang
Gaming and Blockchain Media Practitioner
Rating ：3.5

Whether it can be understood the core of the Secondlife of the blockchain, or

the oasis in the Ready One Player are still games. However, as long as it is a

game, there will be a life cycle. And with the emergence of mobile games,

there will be more and more choices. The life circle can be as  long as 1 to 2

years, or as short as 1 or 2 months. Has the CryptoWorld considered how

long a player's life cycle? And How much is the arpu value?

You have also watched the Ready Player One. Oasis is a game that can last

for many years because it is a blockchain-based game. Game assets can flow

and values can be passed down. So the life cycle of blockchain games in the

future will be greatly extended. However, the beginning of the game will

surely cause problems in the life cycle due to the game's economic model and

game design issues. Therefore,the CryptoWorld is a game platform and an

entrance for many third-party games. Users can freely choose games. Our

foundation will also support CP developers to develop more and better

games. Blockchain games may not have the problem of how high the ARPU

per user is, because users are community entrepreneurs and also

beneficiaries, and these are awaiting to be studied by our game developers

and economic model builders.

The real estate auction design of the game class is similar to that of the

CryptoCountries which is popular during the Spring Festival. Similarly, the

CryptoCountries will encounter several speculators who scramble up the

prices of many countries, resulting in a high entry threshold for new

players.The popularity of the CryptoCountires only last a week. The core of

the online game is digital planning. Through the team presentation, I did not
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see who is stronger in this respect. Can you introduce the background of the

master planning in the core team?

Our game strategy design team is a team from Tencent. The CryptoWorld and

CryptoCountries are not a same concept at all. They only refer to the

CryptoKitties to hype. The real estate of the CryptoWorld has functional

applications and virtual mining, and we are more to promote the public chain

and help developers.For developers to drain, they aretwo dimensions. No

comparison need to be considered.

Rating ：4.6

1.How does the CryptoWorld  achieve synchronization and sharing of all

nodes in intranet mode to the millisecond level?

2. It seems that the billing node and the verification node are two different

sets. What is the starting point for such a design? 

3. In a distributed environment, how to implement the task scheduling

mechanism? In task scheduling, how are resources of the same level and the

same type allocated? 

4. Has a centralized design been introduced? 

1.How does the CryptoWorld  achieve synchronization and sharing of all

nodes in intranet mode to the millisecond level?

Answer: The nodes of the CryptoWorld are divided into different layers. The

raft layer is confirmed on the internal network, and dpos is the confirmation
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of the public network.

2. It seems that the billing node and the verification node are two different

sets. What is the starting point for such a design? 

Answer: The purpose of the verification node is to achieve higher verification

efficiency with fewer resources. 

3. In a distributed environment, how to implement the task scheduling

mechanism? In task scheduling, how are resources of the same level and the

same type allocated? 

Answer: It does not require all resources to do the same task at the same time.

4. Has a centralized design been introduced? 

Answer: About Task Scheduling Module, we use k8s to distribute nodes and

tasks. It is a distributed architecture. The game itself is a distributed resource

distribution, and the books are definitely decentralized.

Lake Dai
Rating ：4

1.How to attract high-quality game IP developers to join the platform?

2.How to improve user stickiness? 

3. How to establish long-term competition barriers? 

4. What are the challenges of the core development after financing?
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1, How to attract high-quality game IP developers to join the platform?

Attracting high-quality CP is a very big problem, we must firstly build user

communities for CWV to strengthen community user operations, attract

enough users and developers, and doing market value currency

management.There are multiple ways to attract developers in parallel. At the

same time, our foundation's ecological development team will also get in

touch with the high-quality  CP. 

2. How to improve user stickiness? This is the product planning problem of

blockchain games. The good design of economic models and incentive

mechanisms can provide users with stickiness. 

3. How to establish long-term competition barriers? Answer: With good CWV

user community, the user's roles here are multiple. It may be that the

application builder is also another game's developer. Therefore, community

operation is the foundation for establishing long-term barriers. 

4. There are no special challenges. The biggest challenge will come later. User

community operations will be a long-term battle. In the short term, financial

related issues are the challenges we need to face immediately.

Yingxiong Wang
Founder of ChineseInLA.com
Rating ：3.7

After reading the white paper, I feel that the development amount of this 

project is huge. Can you explain your development arrangements (mainly 

staffing aspects) and development progress?

Our team has about 50 people. Since December 2016, we have started the

development of the basic chain. From October 2017, we started the game
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22.1 Questioner

22.2 Question

development platform and the development of CryptoWorld games. At

present, there are nearly 30 people working on the project at the bottom of

the public chain. In addition, the game was joined by a team of six people in

October last year. It is a team from Tencent, and there are experts in

economics, numerical planning, design and other part-time and outsourcing

personnels. In addition,  we are also looking for talent all over the world for

product design market operations team and so on. The amount of

development is really huge, and everyone can look at our task classification

on GitHub. We are also constantly uploading our code.

Professor Le,Dong
Professor of University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chairman
of ACM SIGAI CHINA, Secretary General of VALSE.
Rating ：3

After reading the project description, I recalled the most recent Spielberg’s

movie and concerned about several non-technical issues.

1, About the introduction of the core team, who are the actual controllers? 

2, The White Paper promises to list on the well-known exchanges two months

after the end of private equity

1) Please define well-known

2) If you do not conduct private placement, will you refund?

3) If there has a break issue, will you refund?

3, When would you like to let the development team come back from

Thailand? In other words, when will the project going online?
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23.2 Question

1.In addition to me, the core team includes our CTO, the post doctoral from

University of  Tsinghua, and Derek, who is responsible for products, as well

as technical personnel from Microsoft, game planner, Anson, CMO James,

and so on.

2. The White Paper promises to be listed on a well-known exchange within

two months after the  private placement. 1) Please define the well-known 2)

If you are not on private placement, will you refund? 3) If there is a break

issue, will you refund? Answer:those quesetions can be answered privately

but not publicly. 

3. When would you like to let the development team come back from

Thailand? In other words, when is it going online? Answer: The test network

will be open beta at the beginning of next month. I hope they will return at

the end of the month.

Dekun Fu
Developer of Bingo E-commerce system, Blockchain Investor
Rating ：3.5

What are the characteristics of blockchain games? Is it have same content

and form of classical games?

In general, games using blockchain technology are divided into two types,

and these two types may also be divided into two phases: 

The first is classical game block chaining (also called game + blockchain);

followed by blockchain games. 
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24.2 Question

The differences are: the classical game blockchain model is a fully centralized

game, and based on the blockchain intelligent contracted game assets + game

assets blockchain transactions, the game design and development rely solely

on the game company itself.

For example. In a game, we can transparently make public the rules and the

number of characters, props, skins and equipment in the game through the

blockchain technology, and the random algorithm for obtaining the methods

is also open and transparent. Then these assets can be linked through the

chain network for transactions. This is the game block chain, it can also be

called "block chain +."

Another one, blockchain game. The game is relatively more decentralized,

using the co-building shared game community management and development

model. Users choose and decide the game development direction. This is the

open source game.

Blockchain games are similar to the smart contracting of human characters,

skin equipment, etc. in the game, and it can be traded. At the same time, the

game itself is also open source on the chain. The game community can define

the plot and rules by UGC. The entire game is to create a shared community,

but not belong to a single group. Such games will become even more

interesting. Of course, the technical difficulty of such development will

greatly increase.

Hui Shen
Rating ：3.6

Is there any incentive for early users in CWV token design? What kind of

group would the KOL that help with community promotion in early stage be?
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Early users can win lotteries by purchasing CWV, and the investment cost is

very low. In the future, it may be more expensive. In addition, each CWV can

only be extracted once. The extracted CWV will be labeled, and it will be

divided into CWV that has not been extracted and already been drew. Thus,

only early users have the opportunity to be drew at a low price. The KOL

who helped the community can participate in the billing node, using random

algorithms to mine, be property owners or developers. We have different

incentives for each user.



Whether you are fan of game, you will be affected by the game. There is no doubt that the game and its

related surrounding markets have penetrated into every corner of our lives. In 2017, the global game

market has reached nearly US$110 billion. In front of such a huge market, players have always faced two

pain points that are difficult to resolve: 1 Game operators are dominating the behavior of users and even

controlling the digital assets of users: points and equipment. Players have to passively accept this kind of

centralized management; 2Players' digital assets can not be cross-platform compatibility and use between

games and games, because there is no unified standard and exchange rate. Different platforms are also

difficult to reach a consensus. The use of blockchain technology is considered by many people to be an

effective tool to solve the pain points mentioned above. In the game ecology, a lot of virtual assets exist

innately. The blockchain itself is prepared for virtual assets. The process of blockchain involvement in the

game happens to be the process of confirming the right of virtual assets. The most familiar group of virtual

assets is the game players, there will be an  extremely low education cost of accepting the seamless

transition of game blockchain for them.

In summary, we have reason to believe that the landing of blockchain games has natural advantages over

other industries. But how does the blockchain really be applied, especially in a real-world scenario? It has

always been the topic that "ChainQA" insisting and continuing to explore. In this session, the object is

"focusing on the main chain of game development" and at the same time it is also a "blockchain game that

can carry stronger computing requirements" - the CryptoWorld CWV.

According to the project party's description, "CryptoWorld CWV" is a virtualized world that links various

blockchain technologies. By accessing different chain and blockchain services according to the function of

each building, you can not only buy and sell buildings as in the real world, rebuild buildings, gain profits by

operating buildings, but also use brand-new blockchain services and entertainment applications built into

the building. Blockchain technology for various services and game entertainment applications. Not only

that, CWV also strives to create a multi-chain mechanism that integrates thousands of TPS. It will become

a link to the current and future of various chains, to convergence and create a variety of blockchain

applications’ Web3D usage scenario. In this sense, CWV is not only a virtual reality game itself, but also

an entry-level application platform that can be used by game developers to build and expand products.

How is the architecture of the real world presented in such virtual blockchain world in accordance with

reality mapping? How does the ecology of CWV lower the development threshold for developers to carry

games on the chain? These two topics have always revolved around this session’s ChainQA. During the

Summary



three-hour Q&A process, the blueprint of the CWV created a rich association. The team of the project has

a lot of game backgrounds to add a lot of points to the project; and the concept of “connecting other games

or developers to the CWV platform” has also been recognized by most of the questioners. However, the

“attraction of the game itself”, “limitation of blockchain scalability to platform access projects”, “dual

identity of game developers and development platforms lead to discordant of interest relationships with

partners” and “how to attract external development team going online”. Some of the guests who asked

questions still had doubts. However, just like the growing blockchain technology itself, the CWV will

change with the needs of users and the market, and will continue to become mature. We hope

that CWV will eventually realize their beautiful vision. We will wait and see.



Rater Rating Rater Rating

1 Zheng Ying 4 2 Hui Shen 3.6

3 Jackie Zheng 3.5 4 Jia Chen 3.7

5 Hanwen Zhu 3.4 6 Ming Wang 3.3

7 BELLA Wang 3 8 Bin Yan 4

9 Tao Jiang 3.5 10 Angela Bai 3

11 Janelle Wu 2.75 12 Maggie Deng 3.2

13 Zhen 3.5 14 Wenbo Li 4

15 Xue Li 3.9 16 Tianyu Cheng 2.8

17 Diana SUN 4 18 Jialun Wang 3.5

19 4.6 20 Lake Dai 4

21 Yingxiong Wang 3.7 22 Professor Le,Dong 3

23 Dekun Fu 3.5 24 Hui Shen 3.6

CryptoWorld：3.54

In this session, CWV has accepted nearly hundreds questions and 23 effective ratings. The final rating is :

3.54.



The organizers:GoodChain

Email:qa@chainqa.io

Address:16839 Gale Ave. Ste. 207 City of Industry, CA 91745, USA

Telegram Wechat
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